New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Mission Impossible Rogue Nation Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his
teammates reunite for this pulse-pounding sequel, in which they attempt to
take down a secret international organization known as the Syndicate--highly
skilled ex-IMF agents who are intent on bringing down their former outfit.
Christopher McQuarrie directs this new entry in the Mission Impossible
franchise, with Jeremy Renner, Alec Baldwin, and Simon Pegg co-staring. Ethan
Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his teammates reunite for this pulse-pounding sequel,
in which they attempt to take down a secret international organization
known as the Syndicate--highly skilled ex-IMF agents who are intent on
bringing down their former outfit. Christopher McQuarrie directs this new
entry in the Mission Impossible franchise, with Jeremy Renner, Alec Baldwin,
and Simon Pegg co-staring. Paramount
Paranormal Activity The Ghost Dimension For the first time you will SEE the
activity... and it's more intense than ever. When a new family moves into Katie
and Kristi's former house, they discover a mysterious video camera that
reveals the presence an ancient evil that begins to terrorize their lives. Now,
with their young daughter's soul in danger, they must fight back against this
demonic threat before becoming its next victims in the latest chapter of the
groundbreaking horror franchise. Paramount
Tis The Season for Love Hanna Baker, left her small town of Kern to seek the
stardom that everyone knew was her destiny. Now, ten years later, with none
of her dreams coming to fruition and feeling like a failure, Hanna heads back
to Kern for a real hometown, family Christmas, to cheer her up. Once back,
Hanna sees that life in Kern has moved on quite nicely without her and she
soon finds herself longing for her past. Everyone seems so content with their
lives… maybe leaving was a mistake. Everything changes when a magical
Santa gives her the wonderful opportunity to see what her life would’ve been
had she never left to pursue her acting dreams. And she is shocked to learn
that her alternate reality is nothing like she ever could’ve imagined, opening
her eyes to new possibilities, new opportunities and a whole new love she
never even considered. Cinedigm
Christmas Tail Christmas magic might just land Tim Webster in the doghouse
this holiday season.It seems that anything is possible when "The Professor"
arrives in town with his colorful band of rail-riding wayfarers. When he tells
Tim about a legendary supernova with mysterious powers that is set to
appear in the night sky, Tim knows just what he'll wish for - the dog he's
always wanted. But after making the wish, Tim realizes something went
wrong: he has a fur coat, a wagging tail, a wet nose and four paws! Cinedigm
Extant - Season One A sci-fi thriller that hinges on the meaning of family and
the essence of humanity. When astronaut Molly Woods (Academy Award
winner Halle Berry) returned from a 13-month solo mission aboard a space
station, she did not come back alone. Against all odds and explanation, she is
pregnant. Her doctor Sam Barton is baffled. While Molly acclimates to life back
on earth, she struggles to make sense of the events surrounding her
miraculous, mystery pregnancy and tries to balance life with her ambitious
husband and increasingly enigmatic son. After her husband John (Goran
Visnjic) and she were unable to conceive, he used his skills as a robotics
engineer to create their "son," Ethan is a "humanich" - a humanoid robot who
serves as the prototype for John's career-defining project. Science and
emotions collide as Molly tries to keep her family and life together. As details
of her space journey emerge, it becomes clear that one daring mission is
poised to change human history. Paramount
Full of Grace Ten years after Christ's resurrection, Full of Grace sheds light on a
critical moment in the history of Christianity. Fraught with heresies and
conflict, the early followers of Christ seek to live in a way that respects Jewish
law, but with the boldness they experienced when they met Jesus of Nazareth.
Mary, the mother of Jesus, quietly awaits the return of Peter, the “rock” whom
Jesus asked to lead the Christian people. Arriving at Mary’s home after years of
traveling, preaching and narrowly escaping death, Peter expresses the
overwhelming responsibility of the task set before him and his own
helplessness. As Mary recalls the incredible mystery of her life with Christ,
Peter re-discovers the truth: he is not leading, he is following. Cinedigm
Captive Based on a miraculous true story about the power of faith, Captive is
an amazing, inspiring drama about the spiritual collision of two lost souls.
Brian Nichols (Golden Globe Nominee David Oyelowo), on the run from police
and desperate to make contact with his newborn son, takes recently widowed
mother Ashley Smith (Emmy Nominee Kate Mara) hostage in her own
apartment. Fearing for her life and desperately hoping to see her daughter
again, she turns to Rick Warren's The Purpose Driven Life for guidance. Ashley
and her captor face a crossroads where they discover hope and light in the
midst of despair in the incredible film the Dove Foundation hailed as
"powerful". Paramount
The Giant King One thousand years after an epic robot battle, sworn enemies
Zork (Russell Peters) and Pinky (Bella Thorne) wake up with no memory of
who they are or how they wound up chained together. In search of answers,
they begin wandering the barren wasteland, looking for RAM, the creator of
all robots - and making new friends (Meg DeAngelis, Gregg Sulkin), as well as a
few enemies (Carlos PenaVega), along the way. But when they remember their
past, will their newfound friendship prove to be stronger than an unbreakable
chain? Lionsgate
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12 Rounds 3 Lockdown WWE Superstar Dean Ambrose plays Shaw, a
detective that returns to active duty after the death of his partner.
When he uncovers evidence linking his fellow officers to a murder,
they frame him for a homicide he didn't commit. Trapped in his own
precinct, Shaw will do whatever it takes to expose the dirty cops and
clear his name. With twelve rounds in the clip and one shot at
redemption, nothing will stand in Shaw's way in this action-packed
thriller. Lionsgate
A Girl Like Her Sophomore year has been a nightmare for Jessica
Burns. Relentlessly harassed by her former friend Avery Keller, Jessica
doesn't know what she did to deserve the abuse from one of South
Brookdale High's most popular and beautiful students. But when a
shocking event changes both of their lives, a documentary film crew,
a hidden digital camera, and the attention of a reeling community
begin to reveal the powerful truth about A Girl Like Her. Cinedigm
A Brave Heart: The Lizzie Velasquez Story Is a documentary
following the inspiring journey of 26-year-old, 58 pound Lizzie from
cyber-bullying victim to anti-bullying activist. Born with a rare
syndrome that prevents her from gaining weight, Elizabeth "Lizzie"
Velasquez was first bullied as a child in school for looking different
and, later online, as a teenager when she discovered a YouTube video
labeling her "The World's Ugliest Woman." The film chronicles
unheard stories and details of Lizzie's physical and emotional journey
up to her multi-million viewed TEDx talk, and follows her pursuit from
a motivational speaker to Capitol Hill as she lobbies for the first
federal anti-bullying bill.
Experimenter Stanley Milgram (Peter Sarsgaard) designs a
psychology experiment that remains relevant to this day, in which
people think they're delivering painful electric shocks to an affable
stranger (Jim Gaffigan) strapped into a chair in another room.
Disregarding his please for mercy, the majority of subjects do not
stop the experiment, administering what they think are near-fatal
electric shocks, simply because they've been told to. Milgram's
exploration of authority and conformity strikes a nerve in popular
culture and the scientific community. His wife Sasha (Winona Ryder)
anchors him through it all. Magnolia
Stonewall Passions and politics make a volatile mix in this dynamic
drama directed by Roland Emmerich (Independence Day) that follows
the groundbreaking events that led to the birth of the modern Gay
Rights movement in 1969 at New York City's Stonewall Inn. Lionsgate
Love Finds You In Charm Young Emma Miller (Danielle Chuchran)
would appear to be the luckiest girl in Indiana: An Amish beauty with
a loving family and a marriage offer from the community's most
eligible young man, Emma's future seems right on track. Yet she
yearns for adventure and romance and when given the opportunity
to spend the season helping her widowed cousin's market business
in scenic Charm, Ohio, she jumps at the chance to see what else the
world has to offer. As she settles into life on her cousin's farm, she
befriends local librarian, Kelly Bennett (Tiffany Dupont) and gets to
know Noah (Trevor Donovan) - a striking, well-read, young Amish
man who helps work the farm. When Emma's popular homemade
goat cheese attracts the attention of a local bed-and-breakfast and a
handsome wine-and-cheese blog editor, Andy (Drew Fuller), she finds
herself pulled between two worlds and two men. Emma must decide
whether to stay amongst the Amish, or leave behind everyone and
everything she's ever known to venture out into the world.
Starz/Anchor Bay
Dragon Blade When corrupt Roman leader Tiberius (Adrien Brody)
arrives with a giant army to claim the Silk Road, Huo An (Jackie Chan)
and his group of trained warriors teams up with an elite legion of
defected Roman soldiers led by General Lucius (John Cusack) to
maintain the delicate balance of power in the region. To protect his
country and his new friends, Huo An gathers the warriors of thirty-six
ethnic nations together to fight Tiberius in an incredible epic battle.
Lionsgate
Knock Knock Evan (Keanu Reeves) , a devoted father, is left home
alone for a weekend while his family vacations. During a
thunderstorm, two teenage girls (Lorenza Izzo and Ana de Armas)
knock on his door to use the telephone. Evan is seduced by the girls,
but his one night of indulgence turns into a deadly when the teens
overstay their welcome and begin sadistic game of cat and mouse.
Horror veteran Eli Roth directs this thriller. Lionsgate

